
  

 

 

Section 1 
Chapter 5 - The Role Of Video Games In Education 

 

Exemplary case 3 
 
 

Title: Kokori 

 

Description: 

 

Kokori is an educational video game based on generating an experience that articulates this video 

game about the cell and its multiple functions so that students learn topics related to cell biology 

and biological chemistry. The video game has 7 missions in which the student travels inside the 

cell, incorporating in a ludic and didactic way contents that in other formats can be quite abstract 

and difficult to understand. 

 

It is equipped with support tools for its pedagogical use: 

 A cellular browser: a resource for the teacher aimed at navigating the cell without the risks 

of the video game (the educational player cannot be destroyed). 

 Didactic guides (planning) to facilitate the integration of the proposed technological tools. 

 Comic aimed at students who seek to tell everyday stories from the perspective of cell 

biology.  

 Kokori is available in Spanish, English, Italian, Mapudungun, Rapa Nui and Catalan. 

 

Kokori achieves through a 3D video game to represent the main components of an animal cell and 

some of the main functions of its organelles. The objective is to provide schools with a modern 

educational tool, ludic and with a high biological consistency, which allows biology teachers to 

teach the complicated concepts of cell biology more easily to students in the final cycle of basic 



  

 

and intermediate education. Kokori also seeks to provide new tools to teachers that help awaken 

motivation in students not only for cell biology, but also for science and technology in general. 

Although the contents developed for the video game were specifically drawn from the First Year 

Middle School Study Program of the Chilean Ministry of Education. It is currently used in other 

Iberoamerican countries and has even been incorporated into higher education, generating 

encouraging results.  

 


